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U

udV usV ubV

cdV csV cbV

tdV tsV tbV

 D leptonic decays

 D hadronic decays

Strong phase in D0 decays: Constrain 

on the measurement of g/f3 in B decay, 

which is the worst one of 3 CKM angles

D0D0 mixing parameters and CP voilation

Main goals of charm physics at BESIII

Absolute BFs of Lc
+

Before BESIII, no absolute BF measurements of Lc
+ using 

near Lc
+Lc

- production threshold data, in the past 38 years

fD(s)+, fK(p)
+(0): better calibrate LQCD

|Vcs(d)|: better test on CKM unitarity

 Rare D decays  New physics

Leptonic and hadronic decays of charmed hadrons (D0, D+, Ds
+ and 

Lc
+) provide an ideal window to explore weak and strong effects
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 D(s)
+
l+v (l=m, t) 

 D0(+)
Kl+v and pl+v (l=e, m)

 Summary

 Lc
+
Ll+v

 Search for D0(+)
a0(980)-(0)e+v, D+

hee, 

ge+v and D0e+v

 BESIII samples of D(s)
+ and Lc

+

 Hadronic decays of Lc and D



BEPCII: high luminosity double–ring collider

Beam energy: 1.0-2.3 GeV

Design Luminosity: 1.00×1033     cm-2s-1

Optimum energy: 1.89 GeV

Achieved Luminosity:  1.00×1033    cm-2s-1

Data taken from: 2009
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BESIII detector
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 D0(+) samples at 3.773 GeV

D0(+), Ds
+, Lc

+ samples at BESIII

 Ds
+/Ds

+/Lc
+ samples at 4.009/4.18/4.6 GeV

nb )9.2(6.3~
)DD(DD -00 



GeV nb@4.009 3.0~
ss DD 

GeV nb@4.18 9.0~
..DD *

ss cc

GeV nb@4.6 25.0~ LL




D(s)
+ leptonic decays
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 Decay constant fD(s)+ with input |Vcd(s)|
CKMfitter

 CKM matrix element |Vcd(s)| with input fLQCD
D(s)+

In the SM:

Bridge to precisely measure
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Improved B[D+
m+v],  fD+ and |Vcd|

B[D+
mn](3.710.190.06)×10-4

fD+(203.25.31.8) MeV |Vcd|0.22100.00580.0047

Input tD+, mD+, mm+ on PDG 

and |Vcd| of CKM-Fitter

Input tD+, mD+, mm+ on PDG and 

LQCD calculated fD+=2074 

MeV[PRL100(2008)062002]

PRD89(2014)051104R

40921 signals

2.93 fb-1 data@ 3.773 GeV
e+e
y(3770)D+D

4

D
10)34.031.170(N -

tag
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Comparison of fD+ and prospect at BESIII

fD+ [MeV]

More 10 fb-1 data@3.773 GeV?



Taking from Aida X. EI-Khadra’s talk at Beauty2014

Better input fD+ from LQCD

Better input benefit the systematic uncertainty
10
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Evidence for D+
t+(p+v)v (4)

B[D+
tn](1.200.24stat.)×10-3

SM prediction: 2.660.01

BESIII: 3.210.64

With 6 dominant D single tag
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fDs+ at 4.009 GeV

MBC sideband region

MBC signal region

m+v

t+v

non-Ds
+ bkg  

Ds
+ bkg  

fDs+(241.016.36.6) MeV

B[Ds
+
tn](4.830.650.26)%

31215127N -
sD


tag

B[Ds
+
mn](0.4950.0670.026)%

PRD94(2016)072004
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m counter of BESIII may 

help to suppress 

background in Ds
+
m+v

Roughly estimated with 

CLEO-c results

If systematic is the same 

as CLEO-c measurement

Ds
+
t+v will further 

improve measurements

Expected

Comparison of fDs+ and prospect at BESIII

Result at 4.009 GeV is not 

included due to large error

~2 difference can be better understood 

by ~3 fb-1 data@4.18 GeV



Semi-leptonic decay DK(p)l+v
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Differential rates:

Bridge to precisely measure:

 Form factors f+
DK(p)(0) with input |Vcd(s)|

CKMfitter

 CKM matrix element |Vcs(d)| with input f+
LQCD,DK(p)(0)

− Single pole form − Modified pole model

− ISGW2 model − Series expansion model
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PRD92(2015)072012

B[D0
Ken] B[D0

pen]

D0
K+pp D0

K+pp0

D0
K+ppp D0

K+pppp0

D0
K+pp0p0

D0
K(p)-e+v   fDK(p)

(q
2)|Vcs(d) |

4

D
10)37.033.279(0

tag

N

)%033.0014.0505.3(0  veKD
B

)%0026.00041.02950.0(0  veD
B

p
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Calibration of LQCD

PRD92(2015)072012

D0
K-e+v D0

p-e+v

Simple Pole
fK

+(0)|Vcs| 0.72090.00220.0033 fp
+(0)|Vcd| 0.14750.00140.0005

Mpole 1.92070.01030.0069 Mpole 1.91140.01180.0038

Mod. Pole
fK

+(0)|Vcs| 0.71630.00240.0034 fp
+(0)|Vcd| 0.14370.00170.0008

a 0.30880.01950.0129 a 0.27940.03450.0113

Series.2.Par
fK

+(0)|Vcs| 0.71720.00250.0035 fp
+(0)|Vcd| 0.14350.00180.0009

r1 -2.22780.08640.0575 r1 -2.03650.08070.0260

Series.3.Par

fK
+(0)|Vcs| 0.71960.00350.0041 fp

+(0)|Vcd| 0.14200.00240.0010

r1 -2.33310.15870.0804 r1 -1.84340.22120.0690

r2 3.42233.90902.4092 r2 -1.38711.46150.4677
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Comparison of |Vcs|

|Vcs| |Vcd| Semileptonic method is limited 

by large LQCD uncertainty
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Analysis of D+
KLe+v

fK
+(0)|Vcs| =0.7280.0060.011 r1=a1/a0=-1.910.330.24

ACP
D+KLe+v=(-0.590.60  1.50)%

B(D+
KLe+v) =(4.4820.0270.103)%

Simultaneous fit to event density I(q2) with 2-par. series Form Factor

 Regardless of long flight distance, KL

interact with EMC and deposit part of 

energy, thus giving position information 

After reconstructing all other particles, 

KL can be inferred with position 

information and constraint Umiss0

D+
KLe+v is 

measured for 

the first time

PRD92(2015)112008

With 6 dominant 

D single tag
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Absolute BF for D+
K0e+v via K0

p0p0

5013±78

Taking tD+, tD0, B[D0
K-e+v] and 

B[D+
K0e+v] from the PDG as input

Agrees with isospin conservation within 1.2

CPC40(2016)113001With 6 dominant D single tag

025.0969.0
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][
0

0
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veKD
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Analysis of D+
K0(p0) e+v

)%151.0056.0604.8(][
0

  veKDB
30 10)051.0075.0631.3(][   veDB p

02.001.003.1
][

][
0

0










veKD

veKD
02.003.003.1

][2

][
0

0









veD

veD

p

p

arXiv: 1703.09804, 
submitted to PRD
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Comparisons of FFs by D+
K0(p0)e+v

First and 

second errors 

are statistical 

and systematic

arXiv: 1703.09804, 
submitted to PRD
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Improved BF for D+
K0m+v

Simultaneous fits

K0
p0p0

K0
pp

16516±130

4198±33

Taking B[D0
K-m+v] 

and B[D+
K0e+v] 

from the PDG as input

Support isospin conservation in 

these two decays within errors

Consistent with theory 

prediction 0.97 within error

EPJC76(2016)369

044.0963.0
][

][
0

0










vKD

vKD

m

m

033.0988.0
][

][
0

0










veKD

vKD m

With 6 dominant D single tag
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Lepton universality in D0(+)
p-(0)l+v

K0pp

K0pp0

p0pp

p0pp0

227663 D0
p-m+v

134042 D+
p0m+v

Other

Other

1~
)(2

)(
0

0

IS
vD

vD
R














p

p

 Isospin symmetry (IS)

)1.2(   043.0911.0IS eR

02.003.003.1IS eR

PDG16:

BESIII:

 Lepton universality (LU)

97.0~
)(

)(
)0()(0

)0()(0
)(0

LU
veDB

vDB
R











p

mp

)2.0(~   08.082.00

LU R

BFs on PDG16:

Expectations based on ZPC46 

(1990)93, PRD69 (2004)074025, 

PLB633(2006)61 and PDG16

Large error in B[D0
pmv] and no 

B[D+
p0mv] measurement. 

Improved measurements are desired

BFs:

agrees with PDG and with better precision

measured for the first time

LU:

agree with expectation in 1.5(1.1) 

IS:

agrees with IS prediction within uncertainty

With 3(6) dominant D0() single tagm counter 

has been 

used for 

p>0.5 GeV
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 Explore the nontrivial internal structure of light hadron mesons, 

traditional qq states, tetra quark system.

With 3(6) dominant D0() single tag Improve understanding 

of classification of light 

scalar mesons

R=1(3) if traditional qq 

(tetra quark) system 

 With chiral unitarity approach in the coupled channels, BF is 

predicted to be order of 5(6)105 for D0(+) decays

Search for D0(+)
 a0(980)-(0)e+v
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Search for D+
 hee

In SM, D0D0 mixing, CP violation and rare decay of charm are small

6223-
0

0 10 ]/2y[x 10yx   mixing  DrDD

310  ~sasymmetrie violation  CP
610decays Rare 

FCNC decay

LNV decay

With single tag method

M.G. Zhao (BESIII) arXiv: 1605.08952, prepared proceeding of Charm2015
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Search for D+
 D0e+v

D+ D0

With 6 dominant D single tag

B[D+
D0en] <8.7×10-5 @90%C.L.
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Search for D+
 ge+v

B[D+
gen]|Eg10 MeV<3.0×10-4

@90%C.L.

J.C. Yang and M.Z. Yang, NPB889,778(2014)

Tree level amplitudes

Various theory models 
predict BFs in 10-6–10-4

arXiv: 1702.05837[hep-ex], accepted by PRD(RC)

With 6 dominant D single tag



Systematic studies of Lc
+, search for new decays, absolute BF 

measurements are important to fully explore the Lc
+ decay mechanisms 

 Lc
+ was observed in 1979

 Sum of BFs of known decays 

Lc
+ is only about 60%

 In 2014, Belle reported 

improved measurement of 

B[Lc
+
pKp], with a precision 

of ~5%

Lc
+ decays

28

 Before 2014, all decays of Lc
+

are measured relative to Lc
+

pKp, which suffer large 

error of  25%, with high energy 

data. No absolute 

measurement using data 

produced at Lc
+ pair threshold
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First absolute BFs of Lc
+
 Ll+v

Theory: (1.4-9.2)%

B[Lc
+
Lm+nm]=(3.490.460.26)%B[Lc

+
Le+n]=(3.630.380.20)%

[Lc
+
Lm+nm]/[Lc

+
Le+ne] 0.96±0.16±0.04

PLB767 (2017)42PRL115(2015)221805

3 fb-1 help to explore FF studies
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Significantly improved BFs of Lc
+
 decays

PRL116(2016)052001

Much better 

precision

ST: ~15000 DT: ~1000
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SCS decays Lc
+
 pK+K- and pp+p-

Lc
+
pK-p+ Lc

+
pp-p+

These help to distinguish predictions from different theoretical models and 

understand contributions from factorizable effects

PRL117(2016)232002 Lc
+
pK-K+
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Observation of Lc
+
 nKSp+

B[Lc
+
nKSp+]=(1.820.230.11)%

[Lc
+
nK0p+]/[Lc

+
pK-p+]=0.620.09

[Lc
+
nK0p+]/[Lc

+
pK0p+]=0.970.16

Help to understand SU(3) and isospin 

symmetry and determine strong phase 
Cai-Dian Lv et al, PRD93(2016)056008

First measurement of BF of Lc
+ decay 

containing neutron

PRL118(2017)112001



Lc

Sp+p+ Lc


Sp+p+p0 BESIII preliminary BESIII preliminary

Nobs=161.3±15.2 Nobs=88.1±13.9

Preliminary results :

B[Lc
+
Spp]    =(1.810.17)%

B[Lc
+
Sppp0]=(2.11 0.33)%   [First observation]

The measured branching fraction for Lc
+
Spp is consistent with and 

more precise than B[Lc
+
Spp ]=(2.3±0.4)% in PDG2015. 

where the errors are statistical only. The sources of the systematic errors arise 
mainly from the systematic uncertainties in PID, tracking, p0 efficiency, fitting, 
MC statistics and number of Lc

 tags.  The total systematic errors are 
estimated to be about 5%.

Observation of Lc
+
 Sppp0

More studies of decays containing neutron
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Inclusive decay Lc
+
LX

70629

Agrees with PDG2015 value (3511)%,

stat. only

Help to explore the source of missing 

decays and search for new decay. Better 

input for charm baryon and B physics

Lc
+
pKS

0 Lc
+
pK-p+
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Observation/Evidence of Dwp

D+
hp+ D0

hp0

5.4

4.1

Benefit the understanding 

of SU(3) symmetry breaking 

and CP violation, improve 

theory calculation

PRL116(2016)082001

Studies of Singly Cabibbo-

suppressed decays is limited 

by data set and background

Double tag method
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Amplitude analysis of D0
Kppp

Help to determine the absolute BF, strong phase, benefit g/f3

Previous analyses only from MarkIII and E691

arXiv: 1701.08591, 
submitted to PRD
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Absolute BFs and yCP of D0
KS/Lp0(p0)

 Two dimensional fits to MBC(tag) versus MBC(signal)

 Projections of DT evens on the MBC(sig) vs. Kπ (for example)

Branching fractions and asymmetries

 yCP ((KSπ0, KLπ0) vs. Keν) = 

(0.98±2.43)%

BESIII preliminary 

Statistical only

BESIII preliminary 
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Absolute BFs and ACP of D+
KS/LK+(π0)

The first and second uncertainties are statistical and systematic

BESIII preliminary
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BF measurements of some D0(+)
PP

BESIII preliminary 
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BFs of D+
2KSK(p)+ and D0

2(3)KS

Comprehensive or improved measurements 

of 3-body decays benefit the understanding 

of the interplay between weak and strong 

interactions in multibody decays, where 

theory is poor than 2-body decays 

PLB765(2017)231

BF of D0
KSKS will be helpful to 

explore the SU(3) symmetry breaking 

in D decays 
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D0K0pp DPA(ci,si)

Better input to constrain g/f3

at 3.773 GeV

BESIII preliminary 
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Blow slide is taken from Liming Zhang’s talk at FPCPV2016

More y(3770) data at BESIII will better constrain on g/f3

Constrain on g/f3 measurement
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Prospects on fD(s)+, fK(p)
+(0), |Vcs(d)| and Lc

+

 Precision of the LQCD calculations of fD+, fDs+, fD+:fDs is 

0.5%, 0.5% and 0.3%. Measurements of fD(s)+ and |Vcs(d)| by 

D(s)
+
l+v are still statistics limited. More 10 fb-1 data near 

3.773/4.18 GeV will help to improve precision to 1% level

 Measurement of fp
+(0) by Dpe+v decay is still statistics 

limited. More 10 fb-1 data at 3.773 GeV can improve 

precision to 1% level

 In addition,  with more 3 fb-1 data in 4.6-4.65 GeV will 

help to improve B[Lc
+
pKp] to about 2% level and 

further explore FF in Lc
+
Ll+v decays

 Measurements of |Vcs(d)| by DK(p)e+v is restricted by 

precision of LQCD calcualtion 2.4(4.4)%. Improved 

theoretical calculation will be very helpful



Summary
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 Improved measurements of decay constant fD+ and form 

factor f+
DK(p)(q2) are important to calibrate LQCD calculations

 Improved measurements of CKM matrix element |Vcs(d)| are 

important to test the CKM matrix unitarity 

 With 2.93, 0.482, 0.567 fb-1 data taken at 3.773, 4.009 and 4.6 

GeV, BESIII have studied D(s)
+
l+v and D0

K(p)-l+v, searched for 

D+(0)
a0(980)0(-)e+v, hee, ge+v and D0e+v, measurements of D 

haronic decays, absolute Lc
+  BFs using near threshold data

 ~3 fb-1 data@4.18 GeV was accumulated in 2016, measurement 

of fDs+ and |Vcs| by Ds
+
l+v, first FF studies of Ds

+
h(‘)e+v, 

improved BFs of Ds
+ decays…are expected in the near future

 More results with better precision are expected with more data

 ~80/80/60% of exclusive D0/D+/Lc
+ decays are known, more 

studies and BFs of D0(+) and Lc
+ are expected in the near future
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Thank you!
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Study of DVe+v
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PWA analysis of D+
Kpe+v

 Properties of different Kp (non-) resonant 

amplitudes

 q2 dependent  form factors in D+
K*0(892)e+v

Model independent form factors

Model independent S-wave phase measurement

 Fractions with >5 significance

MV/A is expected to MD*(1-/+)

PRD94(2016)032001
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Measurements of BFs of Ds
+
 h(’)e+v

PRD94(2016)112003

 Benefit the understanding of the source of difference of inclusive 

decay rates of D0(+) and Ds
+

 Complementary information to understand hh’ mixing

CLEOII 95 CLEOc09 CLEOc15


